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Name: Date:

Vegetables
For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled correctly and 
matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the 
question number.

1.
A type of dark, root vegetable with a hot, sharp taste.
A. radich   B. rodish   C. radish   D. radifh

2.
Sweet and hot varieties of fruits of plants of the genus Capsicum.
A. peppere   B. peppar   C. peppr   D. pepper

3.
A member of the lily family, the earliest stalks are an apple-green with 
purple-tinged tips.

A. aspyragus   B. aspakagus   C. asparagus   D. asparogus

4.
A pear-shaped tropical fruit with green or blackish skin and rich 
yellowish pulp enclosing a single large seed.

A. avocado   B. avocadoe   C. avacado   D. avvocado

5.
Sweet potato with deep orange �esh that remains moist when baked.
A. yap   B. yem   C. yame   D. yam

6.
A plant part of the legumes family that is grown for hay or forage.
A. alfalfae   B. alfalfe   C. alfamfa   D. alfalfa

7.
Tall annual cereal grass bearing kernels on large ears.
A. korn   B. corn   C. cern   D. corne

8.
The fastest growing of the summer fruits. Also known as the green Italian 
squash,

A. zuchini   B. zucchini   C. zucchinie   D. zucchinni
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A type of dark, root vegetable with a hot, sharp taste.
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2.

Sweet and hot varieties of fruits of plants of the genus Capsicum.

A. peppere   B. peppar   C. peppr   D. pepperD
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A member of the lily family, the earliest stalks are an apple-green with 
purple-tinged tips.

A. aspyragus   B. aspakagus   C. asparagus   D. asparogusC
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A pear-shaped tropical fruit with green or blackish skin and rich 
yellowish pulp enclosing a single large seed.

A. avocado   B. avocadoe   C. avacado   D. avvocadoA

5.

Sweet potato with deep orange flesh that remains moist when baked.

A. yap   B. yem   C. yame   D. yamD

6.

A plant part of the legumes family that is grown for hay or forage.

A. alfalfae   B. alfalfe   C. alfamfa   D. alfalfaD

7.

Tall annual cereal grass bearing kernels on large ears.

A. korn   B. corn   C. cern   D. corneB

8.

The fastest growing of the summer fruits. Also known as the green Italian 
squash,

A. zuchini   B. zucchini   C. zucchinie   D. zucchinniB


